Tryptophan deficiency arrests chromatin breakdown in secondary lens fibers of rats.
Tryptophan deficiency is known for long time to cause cataract in rats. However, up till now the underlying mechanism is still enigmatic. Histological studies showed an extended lens bow suggesting that the normal breakdown of nuclei in the lens fibres is arrested under these conditions. Using advanced ultrastructural techniques we aimed to clarify this aberrant final differentiation of lens fibres. Albino and pigmented rats were permanently or intermittently raised on a tryptophan deficient diet for 12 and 16 weeks, respectively. Rats of the same age raised on a normal diet served as controls. Lenses were treated for light and electron microscopy. For histology sections were stained for DNA and gamma-crystallins. In addition to routine transmission electron microscopy (TEM), ultrathin sections were subjected to electron tomography and energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX). Histology verified the extended lens bow for albino and pigmented rats and showed that in the intermittent period of normal diet the fibre nuclei are broken down as in controls. It was further shown that gamma-crystallins are co-localized with DNA in the nuclear domain. TEM revealed that during final differentiation nuclear chromatin becomes highly compacted in a chromosome-like manner and than rapidly evanesces in control rats. This compacted stage persists indefinitely in the tryptophan deficient rats. Electron tomography showed that during differentiation chromatin is first uncoiled to 30 nm solenoids, subsequently to highly compacted 10 nm beads-on-a-string fibrils and than is segregated from the nuclear proteins. EDX revealed that the late stage persisting nuclei consist of domains rich in DNA associated with histones and in domains with mainly proteins. This study corroborates previous findings on the final breakdown of nuclei of lens fibres. It further shows that the chromatin is ultimately uncoiled to beads-on-a-string fibrils and that as the last step chromatin is broken down at this unmasked stage. Except for this last step nuclear breakdown is identical in control and tryptophan deficient rats suggesting that it is not the availability of tryptophan for protein synthesis in general which causes the arrest. Two alternatives for this final arrest are discussed. A low tryptophan content, most pronounced in deeper cortical layers, may inhibit the late synthesis of the DNases and proteases necessary for chromatin breakdown. The radical scavenging by indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase, which cleaves the pyrrole ring of tryptophan to form formylkynurenine using free oxygen radicals, is impaired by low levels of tryptophan. This decreased scavenging of oxygen radicals will expose the catalytic enzymes for chromatin breakdown, residing in the nucleus in an inactive form for quite a long period, to high levels of oxygen radicals and may affect the activity of these enzymes and therefore the execution of the chromatin breakdown.